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DEAR SANGHA
MEMBERS

We are happy to bring you fresh news about the
construction of the new temple. First of all, we hope that
everyone is doing well and has managed to go through this
period in a peaceful manner. Fortunately, our masters were
present thanks to the visio teachings and only that

From : the staff of

accompanied us well. This is why we are delighted today, in

Association Triten Norbutse

our turn, to continue to support them in the magnificent
project of our new temple. Like all
of you, we had to adapt to the new confinement situation
and wait to resume our newsletters. Today we are delighted
to be able to send you a message from Khenpo Tenpa
Yungdrung Rinpoche (see below).
See you soon.
The staff of Association Triten Norbutse

This year has been very challenging and
interesting for us. I sincerely hope you are all fine
and that it was not too difficult for you. I am
happy to inform you that Yongdzin Rinpoche’s
health has been amazingly fine and that all the
monks are doing well.

As the monastery has been confined to reduce the
spread of the pendamic, the construction work of
the new temple was halted for three months.

However, with very careful safety measures, a
limited number of the builders have resumed

DEAR SANGHA
MEMBERS AND
FRIENDS

construction work since three weeks.

About eighty percent of the foundation works of
the lowest ground floor and little part of the shear
wall have been completed. These days are the main
monsoon season; therefore, the regular rainfall
disrupts the work very often. Nevertheless it is

From Khenpo Tenpa Yungdrung

wonderful to see the everyday progress. We were

Rinpoche

quite concerned about possible landslide from the
area of deep earth excavation. Fortunately despite

Many greetings from our beloved teacher

of some heavy rains, no landslide had happened.

Yongdzin Rinpoche and entire Triten Norbutse

Now the shear wall on the earth excavated area has

community. It had been long time that I could

been already casted.

not write you a message.

We are very excited for the progress of the temple
and still hoping that our Geshe ceremony can take
place in the new temple space in next February.

We are grateful to all the supporters that we could
start the work auspiciously and now in good
progress. We trust that with support of all our
sangha and friends, we will complete this
important project without any hinderance. Thank
you again for your support!

With warm wishes and prayers, Khenpo Tenpa
Yungdrung Rinpoche.
(For Yongdzin Lopon Rinpoche and entire Triten
Norbutse Monastic community)
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